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MPEG LA’s EV Charging License Facilitates Worldwide Transition to Electrified Transportation 
EV Charging License Aligned with Evolving EV Charging Infrastructure 

 
(DENVER, CO, US – 16 November 2022) – MPEG LA, LLC today announced that it has further 
aligned its EV Charging Patent Portfolio License (“EV Charging License”) with evolving EV 
charging infrastructure to make the License more effective in addressing the market’s needs 
now and in the future. 
 
“As the world transitions rapidly to electrified transportation with convenient, reliable, and 
affordable networks of standards-based electric vehicle chargers in automobiles, along 
highways and in communities worldwide, MPEG LA’s EV Charging patent pool will assure 
implementers access to fundamental intellectual property on reasonable terms,” said Larry 
Horn, President and CEO of MPEG LA.  “It is a necessary element of an orderly transition 
providing freedom to operate, reduced litigation risk and predictability in business planning to 
equip the market.”  
 
In support of the worldwide EV charging rollout, MPEG LA’s EV Charging License addresses 
multiple geographic and industry standards and the higher power and increasing importance of 
High-Level Communications (HLC) in commercial chargers to make the License a one-stop 
solution for the worldwide EV charging market. Royalty products and rates were recently 
revised in recognition of emerging market needs.  More information may be found here. 
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MPEG LA’s objective is to offer worldwide access to as many EV charging essential patents as 
possible to everyone on the same terms under a single license.  Any party that believes it has 
patents that are essential to the EV Charging Standard is welcome to submit them for an 
evaluation of their essentiality by MPEG LA’s patent experts and inclusion in the License if 
determined to be essential.  Terms and procedures governing patent submissions may be 
requested here. 
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MPEG LA, LLC  
 
MPEG LA is the world’s leading provider of one-stop licenses for standards and other 
technology platforms.  Starting in the 1990s, it pioneered the modern-day patent pool helping to 
produce the most widely used standards in consumer electronics history and is expanding 
access to other groundbreaking technologies.  MPEG LA has operated licensing programs for a 
variety of technologies consisting of more than 26,000 patents in 120 countries with 285 patent 
holders and some 7,300 licensees.  By assisting users with implementation of their technology 
choices, MPEG LA offers licensing solutions that provide access to fundamental intellectual 
property, freedom to operate, reduced litigation risk and predictability in the business planning 
process.  For more information, go to www.mpegla.com. 
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